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Abstract-Generating relevant and manageable search
results is of great interest in database queries and
information retrieval nowadays. This paper proposes an
approach to measuring relation compactness and to
generating a compact set of query outcomes under a fuzzy
relational data model. The approach has desirable properties
that (1) the resultant compact set is unique and contains
mutually distinct tuples at the specified degree, and (2) the
resultant compact set is information-equivalent to the
collection of original query outcomes. Moreover, it is deemed
appealing that the approach provides a way to obtain query
outcomes of different size in a flexible manner according to
the specified degree of compactness or the preferred number
of tuples by users.
Keywords—Tuple closeness, Fuzzy databases and queries,
Relation compactness, Information equivalence, Web search

1 Introduction
The commonly used database model nowadays is the
relational database (RDB) model initiated by Codd [1] which
is generally designed under the assumption that the
data/information is precise and queries are crisp. However,
decision makers often face a growing need for representing
and processing imprecise and uncertain information.
Particularly in a web environment, approximate match is
often preferred in generating search outcomes when exact
match is unable to produce satisfactory results from targeted
databases.
Since 1980’s, a number of fuzzy relational database (FRDB)
models and fuzzy query techniques [2-6] have been proposed
to deal with imprecision and uncertainty of fuzziness type by
means of fuzzy logic [7]. For instance, with the data stored in
classical RDB, Kacprzyk and Zadrozny [8] proposed a system
called FQUERY that could execute fuzzy queries such as
“find (all) records such that most of the (important) clauses
are satisfied (to a degree in [0, 1])” for crisp data stored in the
Microsoft Access DBMS. In [9], a method to transform query
conditions described by fuzzy numbers into the classical SQL
queries was presented. In [10], the authors extended the SQL
queries into SQLf to allow the expression of imprecise queries.
Furthermore, a method was developed to transform the FRDB
into weighted RDB in that a nesting mechanism was
introduced to support the expression of some query results
such as projection-selection-join operations [11]. In [12-13],
we extended basic algebraic operators to deal with fuzzy data
modeling and queries in forms of database design as well as
equivalent definitions and transformation rules of the
algebraic operators.
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Notably, when querying databases with data of high volume,
the size of the outcomes can easily be very large, even
massive in a web database search context. For instance, a
fuzzy query such as “Select Customer Name From R Where
Age is about 25 AND Location is near B” requires an
approximate match between query conditions and values of
corresponding attributes. Another example is a web search,
say via Google. Just click and see how many pages of
outcomes to appear when keying in “Population of Beijing”
for an exact match and Population of Beijing (notably without
quotation marks) for an approximate match. Efforts have been
made to deal with queries and web search with imprecise
information and approximate match measures, so as to enrich
the representation semantics and strengthen the power of
search engines [5, 14-16]. Generally speaking, approximate
match provides flexible queries, which is considered
meaningful and useful in many cases, whereas the size of its
outcomes is usually larger than that of the exact match.
Hence, the size of query outcomes becomes an issue of
concern. One notable approach was to provide the users with
the top-k results according to a ranking based on a certain
evaluation function F between query conditions and all data
records [17-18]. While sometimes the top-k results are
sufficient for fuzzy/soft queries with approximate match, it is
desirable and meaningful if a query/search could also
guarantee that the selected results have no information loss as
far as all the query results are concerned. The focus of this
paper is then to provide the users with a compact set of query
outcomes, in that the compact set (a) is smaller than and
information-equivalent to the set of all query outcomes, and
(b) at the same time has its size flexibly specified by users
upon their need and preference.

2 Fuzzy Relational Database Model
Fuzzy logic incepted by Zadeh [7] attempts at quantifying and
reasoning with imprecision and uncertainty that is common in
the real world. Possibility distributions provide a graded
semantics to natural language statements such as “the
customer is young”, which are often used in our daily
communications. For example, the linguistic term “Young”
can be defined as
1
0 d age d 30

°
(1)
30  age d 50
S Young (age) ®(50  age) / 20
°
0
age ! 50
¯
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Two specific fuzzy relations are of particular interest, namely,
closeness relation and similarity relation. A closeness relation
c is a fuzzy relation on XuX such that x, yX, c(x, x) = 1
(reflexive) and c(x, y) = c(y, x) (symmetric). A similarity
relation s is a fuzzy relation on XuX such that x, y, zX, s(x,
x) =1 (reflexive), s(x, y) = s(y, x) (symmetric), and s(x, z) t
supyX min(s(x, y), s(y, z)) (sup-min transitive). Apparently,
similarity relation is a special case of closeness relation.
In this paper, the extended-possibility-based model is
considered to be the underlying fuzzy database model since it
facilitates handling both imprecision in attribute values (e.g.,
Age is young) and fuzziness in domain elements (e.g.,
between classic and gold for the domain of (customer) Class)
in terms of possibility distributions (including fuzzy sets and
linguistic terms) and closeness relations, respectively [4, 19].
In light of data representation, this model is deemed to be a
general setting compared with two known models, namely,
the so-called possibility-based model [4] where attribute
values can be possibility distributions, and the so-called
similarity-based model [3] where domain elements can be
associated by similarity relations (reflective, symmetric and
sup-min transitive). Specifically, in the extended-possibilitybased model, a relation R is a subset of ɉ(D1) u ɉ(D2) u … u
ɉ(Dg), where ɉ(Di) ={ʌAi | ʌAi is a possibility distribution of
attribute Ai on domain Di}, and a closeness relation ci is
associated with domain Di (1 d i d g). In addition, an g-tuple t
of R is of the form: t(ʌA1, ʌA2, …, ʌAg). An example tuple
recording a customer’s Name, Age and Class can be (Tony,
{0.7/28, 1.0/33, 0.8/36}, diamond). The closeness relation
cClass on domain DClass ={classic, silver, gold, diamond} can be
pre-defined by the managers as shown in Table 1.

cClass
classic
silver
gold
diamond

Table 1: A closeness relation cClass
classic
silver
gold
diamond
1.0
0.5
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.75
0.25
1.0
0.75
1.0

Given two g-tuples tp(ʌA1, ʌA2, …, ʌAg), tq(ʌ'A1, ʌ'A2, …, ʌ'Ag),
where ʌAi and ʌ'Ai are normalized (1 d i d g), an example
measure for the closeness of two values is [22]:
(2)
Ec (S Ai , S cAi ) sup min(S Ai ( x), S cAi ( y ))
x , yDi
ci ( x , y ) tD i

Here ci is a closeness relation on domain Di, Di  [0, 1] is a
threshold specified by experts or the database managers.
Other measures can be found in [19-21]. Then, the closeness
of two tuples tp and tq can be considered as:
Fc (t p , tq ) =

min( Ec (S A1 , S cA1 ), Ec (S A2 , S cA2 ),..., Ec (S Ag , S cAg ))

(3)

3.1 The evaluation of tuple closeness
For the fuzzy database, given an attribute A with domain D,
let ʌ1, ʌ2, …, ʌn be n possibility distributions as values of A,
then a closeness relation on ɉ(D)uɉ(D) is a mapping from
ɉ(D)uɉ(D) to [0,1], which can be represented by an nun
fuzzy matrix M where eij = Ec(i, j), 1d i, j d n, as follows:

M

§ e11 e12
¨
¨ e21 e22
¨ ... ...
¨¨
© el1 el 2

... e1n ·
¸
... e2 n ¸
... ... ¸
¸
... enn ¸¹

(4)

Further, for 0 d O d 1, where O is a threshold which is usually
determined by users or domain experts, its O-cut (MO) is a
classical relation defined by:

˄eij )O

1 eij t O
®
¯0 eij  O

(5)

Moreover, it is known that if M is a closeness relation, then its
transitive closure M+ (i.e., M+ is a series of max-min
compositions onto M itself with M+ = Mp = Mp+1, S1) is a
similarity relation, and M+ converges within n-1 compositions
[23-25]:
M+ = Mp, p d l  1
(6)
Furthermore, the equivalence classes of (M+)O constitute a
partition of the domain concerned [26].
Definition 1: Given a relation R = {t1, t2,…, tn}  ɉ(D1) u
ɉ(D2) u…uɉ(Dg), where tuple ti is ti(ʌi1, ʌi2,…, ʌig), and
threshold O = (O1, O2,…, Og) with equivalence classes of (M+)Oi,
i = 1, 2,…,n, then two tuples ti(ʌi1, ʌi2,…, ʌig) and tj(ʌj1, ʌj2,…,
ʌjg) are called O-close if for all k  {1, 2,…, g}, ʌik and ʌjk are
in the same equivalence class. ƶ
Example 1: Given threshold O = (0.7, 0.8) and a relation S 
ɉ(D1) u ɉ(D2) as shown in Table 2. For the sake of simplicity,
assume that a1, a2, a3, and a4 are mutually distinct; so are b1,
b2, b3 and b4. Then the O-close tuples can be generated as
follows.
Table 2: A relation S with fuzziness

First, for A1 we can have:

3 Tuple Extraction
Regarding tuple extraction in fuzzy relational databases, there
are two issues to consider. One is to evaluate tuple closeness,
the other is to extract representative tuples.

ISBN: 978-989-95079-6-8

,
where each element on (i, j) in the matrix represents the
closeness of ti and tj on A1. Then, with (M+=M3=M2)0.7, three
equivalence classes are obtained: {ʌ11, ʌ21, ʌ31, ʌ41}, {ʌ51} and
{ʌ61}. Consider attribute A2, in the similar manner, there are
three equivalence classes: {ʌ12, ʌ22, ʌ52, ʌ62}, {ʌ32} and {ʌ42}.
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That means that values of t1 and t2 are in the same class for A1
(i.e., ʌ11, ʌ21) as well as for A2 (i.e., ʌ12, ʌ22), indicating that t1
and t2 are O-close.
Finally, it is worthwhile to mention that, in case there are
closeness relations on domains, the calculation of M can be
readily made in consideration of ci and Di in Ec. For instance,
suppose we have c1 = cClass for A1 with a1 = classic, a2 = silver,
a3 = gold and a4 = diamond as shown in Table 1. Given D1 =
0.7, since c1(a2, a3) = c1(a3, a4) = 0.75, we have e'45 = 0.6 z e45
= 0.5. In general, M  M . ƶ
'

3.2 Relation compactness
In addition to closeness of any two tuples, it is of interest to
investigate the compactness of a given relation R composed of
n tuples in the fuzzy relational database. Here the
compactness of a relation refers to the degree of
non-redundancy. For a given relation, the more redundant
tuples it contains, the lower the degree of compactness.
Straightforward ways of evaluating the compactness are to
use the minimum closeness of any two tuples of R (e.g., 1
mint,t'RFc(t, t')) or the average closeness of any two tuples of
R(e.g., 1 – t,t'RFc(t, t')/n(n1)) to reflect the compactness of
R in whole. But it shall be noted that neither 1 – mint,t'RFc(t, t')
nor 1 t,t'RFc(t, t')/n(n – 1) could describe the compactness
of R in a satisfactory fashion. For example, suppose that all
the n tuples in R are classical tuples for the sake of simplicity,
i.e., for any t, t'R, Fc(t, t') = 1 or Fc(t, t') = 0. If there are (n 
1) tuples which are identical, only one tuple is not identical to
them, then 1 mint,t'RFc(t, t') = 1. But we know that there are
a lot of tuples whose closeness degrees to each other are 1 in
such a situation. On the other hand, if half of the tuples are
identical to each other, and the other half of the tuples are also
identical to each other (but different from the first half), then,
1 t, t'RFc(t, t')/n(n  1) = 2 u (n/2) u (n/2  1) /n(n  1) =
0.5 + 1/(2n  2) > 0.5. But in this situation, if n is large
enough, e.g., n = 100, we will surely think that the
compactness degree of R will be very close to 0, as 98% of the
tuples can be deleted. Thus, a new measure, relation
compactness, is proposed to evaluate a given relation R being
compact. This measure not only works well in both of the
above situations, but also possesses some good properties. Let
us first consider it in classical relations, and then extend it into
the relations in fuzzy databases.
In information theory [27], consider a single discrete
information source, it may produce different kinds of symbol
sets A = {a1, a2,…, an}. For each possible symbol set A there
will be a set of probabilities pi of producing the various
possible symbols ai (ni=1pi = 1), where these symbols are
assumed successive and independent. Thus there is an entropy
Hi for each ai. The entropy of this given piece of information
will be defined as the average of these Hi weighted in
accordance with the probability of occurrence of the symbols
in question,
n

H

H ( p1 , p2 ,..., pn )

¦ pi H i
i

n

¦ pi log pi

(7)

i

where the default log base is 2.
Similarly to [28], if there is a relation S with a set of classical
tuples, which can be divided into m classes C1, C2, …, Cm, the
probability of a random tuple belonging to class Ci is ni/n,
ISBN: 978-989-95079-6-8

where ni is the number of tuples in Ci, and n is the number of
tuples in S. Here, ni/n is also called the probability of class Ci
in S. The expected information for classifying this given
relation S is:
m

H (n1 , n2 ,..., nm )

m

 ¦ pi H i

¦

i 1

i `

ni
n
log i
n
n

(8)

Definition 2: Let R = {t1, t2, …, tn} be a classical relation with
n tuples, R be divided into m classes C1, C2, …, Cm according
to tuple identity (i.e., every tuple in Ci is identical to each
other), and ni be the number of tuples in Ci. Then the relation
compactness of R is defined as

RC ' (n1 , n2 ,..., nm )

H ( n1 , n2 ,..., nm ) / log n

m

m

i 1

i 1

(9)

ni
n
log i ) / log n
n
n

(¦ pi H i ) / log n  (¦

For a relation R, its degree of compactness (RC') reflects the
extent to which the tuples of R are not redundant, measured by
the “amount of information” in R. In other words, the higher
RC' is, the less redundant the tuples in R, meaning that the
more information R contains.
Next, let us consider the fuzzy extension. Suppose there are n
tuples with fuzziness involved in R = {t1, t2, …, tn}, where
these tuples can be close to each other. To describe the degree
at which a given relation with fuzziness is compact, the
concept of relation compactness in the classical context could
be extended to cope with the closeness of these tuples. A tuple
tk may not totally belong to class Ci, but belong to class Ci at a
ni

i

certain degree, e.g., Ok [0, 1]. Thus, we will use

¦O

i
k

k 1

instead of ni in the extended relation compactness. Concretely,
suppose we have ni O-close tuples in class Ci = {t1, t2, …, tni}
of relation R. For each tuple tk, 1 d k d ni, the degree of tk
belonging to Ci (or the closeness of tk to Ci) can be defined as:
ni

Oki

¦ F (t , t ) / n
c

k

j

i

(10)

j 1

Definition 3: Given a relation with fuzziness R = {t1, t2, …, tn},
where R can be divided into m classes C1, C2,…, Cm according
to O-close (i.e., every tuple in Ci is O-close to each other), and
ni is the number of tuples in Ci. The relation compactness in R
is,
m

RC (n'1 , n'2 ,..., n'm )

(¦
i 1

n 'i
n'
log i ) / log n
n
n

(11)

where Ci ={t1, t2, …, tni}, 1 d i d m, 1 < ni d n, Oki is the degree
ni

of tk belonging to Ci, and n'i = ¦ Oki is the6count operation
k 1

for the “effective number” of tuples in class Ci. ƶ
As the classical relation is a special case of a relation with
fuzziness, if all the tuples in Ci = {t1, t2, …, tni} are classical
tuples, then they are equal to each other, i.e., Fc(tk, tj) = 1,

Oki

= 1, and n'i = ni (1 d j, k d ni). So RC'(n1, n2, …, nm) is a special
case of RC(n'1, n'2, …, n'm). Note that one may also use some
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i
k

other measures (e.g., [19]) instead of O for the degree at
which tk belongs to Ci in (10). For RC in the fuzzy database
context, the following proposition holds.
Proposition 1: Give a relation R = {t1, t2, …, tn}  ɉ(D1) u
ɉ(D2) u…u ɉ(Dg), where it is divided into m classes C1,
C2, …, Cm according to O-close, O = {O1, O2, …, Og}, and ni is
the number of tuples in Ci (1 d i d m), then
(1) R is not O-close, i.e., m = n, n'1 = n'2 = …= n'm = 1, if and
only if RC(n'1, n'2, …, n'm) = 1.
(2) Suppose mingi=1 Oi t e1  0.37, if R is totally O-close, i.e.,
m = 1, n'1 = n, then RC(n'1) decreases when any two of the
tuples’s closeness Fc(tk, tj) increases (1 d k, j d n).
Especially, if O = 1, then RC(n'1) = RC'(n1) = 0.
(3) 0 d RC(n'1, n'2, …, n'm) d 1.
(4) Suppose (n'p + n'q)/n d e1  0.37, if n is fixed, O = {O1,
O2, … , Og}, Oi = O, i = 1, 2, … , g, then RC decreases when
any two of the original classes (e.g., Cp, Cq) are merged
into one class C'p according to O-close.
For different n and m, the value of RC is different. If m = 2,
then RC = ((n'1/n)log(n'1/n) + ((nn'1)/n)log((nn'1)/n))/logn,
with different n, RC is shown in Figure 1. If m = 3, then RC =
 ((n'1/n) log (n'1/n) + (n'2/n) log (n'2/n) + ((n  n'1  n'2)/n) log
((n  n'1 n'2)/n))/log n, with n = 100, RC is shown in Figure 2.
Figures 1 and 2 reflect that RC has a characteristic of
convexity.

tuples if they carry the same amount of original information.
Usually, due to existence of tuple closeness, obtaining a
smaller set of query outcomes becomes an effort of extracting
representative tuples in light of “information equivalence”.
Here we consider a center-based method for extracting the
representative tuples. Conceptually, all the tuples in a same
equivalence class are regarded to express approximately the
same information and therefore one of them could be
extracted to represent the class. Suppose we have ni O-close
tuples in class Ci = {t1, t2, …, tni} of a relation R. Then, we will
keep the tuple whose closeness to Ci is the highest. This
i

n

i

means, tuple tp will be kept if O p = max ki 1 Ok , 1 d p d ni.
Theorem 1: Suppose there are h O-close tuples in class C = {t1,
t2, …, th} of a relation R, Ci =C {ti}, 1 d i d h, and the relation
compactness of C and Ci are RC and RCi respectively. Then,
tuple tp (1 d p d h) will be retained if and only if RCp = maxhi=
RCi.
Theorem 1 indicates that we can extract the representative
tuples in light of relation compactness. It will keep the tuple
that, without this tuple, the relation compactness of the other
tuples will be the highest.
Example 2: Suppose we have had the O-close tuples of a fuzzy
query about customers’ age and salary as shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Customer’s age and salary (in part)

According to (2): e12(ʌ11, ʌ21) = 0.8, e13(ʌ11, ʌ31) = 0.9, e23(ʌ21,
ʌ31) = 0.8; e12(ʌ12, ʌ22) = 0.8, e13(12, 32) = 0.8, e23(22, 32) =
0.7. Then, according to (3) and (10): Fc(t1, t2) = 0.8, Fc(t1, t3) =
0.8, Fc(t2, t3) = 0.7, Fc(t1, t1) = Fc(t2, t2) = Fc(t3, t3) = 1. O1 =
0.87, O2 = 0.83, O3 = 0.83. Thus, t2 and t3 will be eliminated, t1
will be kept.
Figure 1: The value of RC (m = 2)

Figure 2: The value of RC (m = 3; n = 100)
3.3 Extraction of representative tuples
When it is known which tuples in a relation with fuzziness are
O-close, then how to extract the representative tuples is the
next problem of concern. It is considered ideal to have fewer
ISBN: 978-989-95079-6-8

Also, from the viewpoint of relation compactness, Table 3 can
be considered as a class C, so, C1 = {t2, t3}, C2 = {t1, t3}, C3 =
{t1, t2}. For RC1, n'1 = (Fc(t2, t2) + Fc(t2, t3))=2 + (Fc(t3, t3) +
Fc(t2, t3))/2 = 1.7. RC1 = – (1.7/2) log(1.7/2)/ log2 = 0.20. In
the same way, RC2 = RC3 = 0.14, thus, t1 will be kept.
As far as the complexity of the tuple extraction is concerned,
while introducing possibility distributions enriches the
semantics that the data model represents, approximate match
may lead to an increase in computational complexity. Further
analysis shows that the complexity is polynomial and
generally manageable. Suppose there are n tuples in relation R,
the matrix M has n u n entries. For every entry, suppose there
are, on average, p values in the two imprecise attribute values
to compare, the cost is O(p2). The total cost to get M is then
O(p2n2). A reasonable estimate of p could be within 10.
Therefore, the total cost to get M could be simplified to be
O(ln2) where l < 100. For the transitive closure of M, the total
cost is at O(n2) level for large n [24-25].
Furthermore, in consideration of generating matrix M, though
detailed treatments go beyond the scope of this paper, there
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have been effective approaches in database queries,
informational retrieval and web search, using a variety of
measures, in respective fields, for keyword similarity, text
match, semantic proximity, etc., in order to compare
pair-wise closeness of data/information of interest (e.g.,
[30-34]).

4 Further Discussions
First, whether the extraction result is unique and
representative tuples are not redundant is an interesting and
important issue. Importantly, it can be proven that the result
of the tuple extraction treatment in Section 3 is unique, and
the resulting new relation is not O-close.
Second, we can also have the number of tuples in the outcome
to be controlled by the setting of O = (O1, O2, …, Og). When Oi
increases, there will be more classes, thus, after the extraction,
more tuples will be kept. Especially, with Oi = 1, the treatment
turns into the classical situation, in that no tuples will be
eliminated.

a1: A Fuzzy Database Model for Supporting a Concept-Based
Query ...
a2: Fuzzy Database Query Languages and Their Relational
Completeness ...
a3: FSQL (Fuzzy SQL), a Fuzzy Query Language
a4: Fuzzy Database Modeling with XML
a5: Fuzzy database systems - Fuzzy Systems, 1995.
International Joint ...
a6: Amazon.com: Fuzzy Database Modeling of Imprecise and
Uncertain ...
a7: Amazon.com: Fuzzy Database Modeling with XML
a8: Database Schema with Fuzzy Classification and
Classification Query ...
a9: Type-2 Fuzzy Logic - Publications Database
a10: Fuzzy Clustering for Content-based Indexing in
Multimedia Database
Suppose the threshold set by the user is O = 0.7 and the
closeness of these articles generated with a keywords match
technique (e.g., [30-34]) is shown in Table 4.
Table 4: The closeness degrees among a1, a2, …, a10

Third, two representations are information equivalent if the
transformation from one to the other entails no loss of
information, i.e., if each can be constructed from the other
[35]. In other words, the information in one is also inferable
from the other, and vice versa [36-37]. Here, “information
equivalence” in our discussions could be described as follows.
Suppose there is an original query result R1. The classified
relation is R2 (i.e., the O-close tuples are in the same classes),
and the resultant relation (compact set) containing
representative tuples is R3, which is not O-close.
Compared with original relation R1 of the query result, R2 and
R3 contain the classification information. We can say that, in
terms of O-close, R2 and R3 are information equivalent. If we
have had R2, then R3 could be derived (i.e., via extracting)
with respect to tuple closeness/relation compactness. If we
have had R3, suppose R3 = {tu, tw, tx, … }, then every tuple of
R3 is not O-close, and can be considered as a class labeled as
Cu, Cw, Cx, … . For every tuple ti of R, if ti satisfies the fuzzy
query conditions, then it could be compared with the tuples in
the labeled classes Cu, Cw, Cx, … , if there is a tuple t in one
labeled class, e.g., Cu such that ti and t are O-close, then add ti
to Cu. Consequently, we will get relation R2, as the tuples in R3
and the equivalence classes in R2 are bijective.
Finally, let us discuss the approach from a more applied
perspective. While searching via a search engine (e.g.,
Google or the like) or querying available databases for some
information, it would be desirable if the database/web search
management systems are capable of generating outcomes that
are representative and of a manageable size. Even better is to
control the query/search outcomes with different
compactness degrees or with different sizes. A way to view
different results is to specify the degree of relation
compactness. If RC is higher, there will be fewer outcomes,
otherwise, more outcomes.
Example 3: Someone uses a search engine to browse for the
literature about “fuzzy queries”. To help discuss the
procedure and treatment details of how the search results can
be shortened or extended, we hereby only chose 10 resultant
items as R1, merely for the sake of illustrative simplicity:
ISBN: 978-989-95079-6-8

Now, let us consider how to obtain the outcomes with RC|0.7
being 1 and 0.6 respectively. In doing so, the database
management systems or search processing functions could
execute the extracting process with O = 0.7, O1 = 0.8, O2 = 0.85,
O3 = 0.9 and O4 = 1 at the back-end as follows.
For O = 0.7, R1 can be classified as {a1, a2, a3}, {a4, a5, a6, a7}
and {a8, a9, a10}, extracting the representative tuples as
described in Section 3.3, the final outcome is S = {a3, a4, a8},
RC(S)|0.7 = 1.
For O1 = 0.8, R1 can be classified as {a1, a2, a3}, {a4, a5, a6, a7}
and {a8, a9, a10}, S1 = {a3, a4, a8}, RC(S1)|0.8 = RC(S1)|0.7 = 1.
For O2 = 0.85, R1 can be classified as {a1}, {a2}, {a3}, {a4, a5,
a6, a7} and {a8, a9, a10}, S2 = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a8}, RC(S2)|0.85 = 1,
RC(S2)|0.7 = 0.6.
In the same manner, for O3 = 0.9, S3 = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a8},
RC(S3)|0.9 = 1, RC(S3)|0.7 = 0.57.
For O4 = 1, S4 = R1 = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8, a9, a10},
RC(S4)|1 = 1, RC(R1)|0.7 = RC(S4)|0.7 = 0.47.
Thus, if the threshold O = 0.7, the original result of the query
is compact at a degree of RC(R1)|0.7 = 0.47. The back-end can
give the user a totally compact outcome S = {a3, a4, a8} (with
RC(S)|0.7 = 1) by default, which is composed of the three
items:
“FSQL (Fuzzy SQL), a Fuzzy Query Language”
“Fuzzy Database Modeling with XML”
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“Database Schema with Fuzzy Classification and
Classification Query ...”
If user wants to review more outcomes, e.g., RC|0.7 = 0.6, then
the DBMS can generate S2 = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a8}, with
RC(S2)|0.7 = 0.6. Two more specific “fuzzy query” related
items are listed: “A Fuzzy Database Model for Supporting a
Concept-Based Query ...” and “Fuzzy Database Query
Languages and Their Relational Completeness ...”. In this
way, the list of the literature could be shortened or extended
depending upon the need and preference of the user.
Ƒ
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[17] C. Li, K. C. Chang, I. F. Ilyas, S. Song, “RankSQL: Query Algebra and

5 Conclusion
This paper has introduced a measure, namely relation
compactness, to express the degree of a given relation being
compact. Then an approach to evaluating and extracting
representative tuples has been proposed. It has been proven
that the resultant set of query outcomes is unique, smaller in
size, and information equivalent to the original result.
Moreover, the approach enables the query/search users to
obtain various sizes of results upon their need and preference
in light of compactness.
Ongoing research is centering on an application with real data
on tuple extraction in both database query and web search
contexts.
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